
Experience in the international transportation market, professional 

the team and modern technical equipment are a guarantee 

high quality of our services. 



ABOUT US 

“ALEV-TRANS” was founded in November 2000 and is operated in 

the international transport market for 19 years. 

Since 2001 “ALEV-TRANS” is a member of the ASMAP and is 

allowed to take part in Carnet TIR document procedure. 

Our head-office, parking and store are situated in Moscow Region, 

p/o Arhangelskoe, 3 km from the Moscow Ring Road. 

Representative offices in Minsk have been opened and are working 

successfully (Resp. Belarus) and Nur-Sultan (Astana, Rep. Kazakhstan). 

Since 2014, the company “ALEV-TRANS " has the status of customs 

carrier, and from 2018 included to the register of customs representatives. 

From the first days of its activity we strive to meet the expectations 

of our customers, constantly we expand the scope of our services we try to 

improve their quality. 



OUR FLEET 

At the moment our company owns the modern vehicle park with 

more than 95 units: Scania R 420, R 440 trucks, which meet to all of the 

EURO 4-5 standards. And also “Koegel” and “Schmitz” semitrailers with 

capacity of 90m3. 

All vehicles are equipped mobile and communication satellite 

service, special equipment for dangerous goods’ transporting. 

All our drivers are high qualified, professional and responsible. 

Since the first days of our work we tried to bring added value to 

customers through an efficient transport and logistics concept. We always 

broad our facilities. 



SERVICES 

 

FTL TRAFFIC 
 

 Having your own autoparks 

 

 Extensive geography transportation by 

international and domestic directions 

 

 The status of the customs carriers 

 

 Extensive list additional service 

 

 Insurance, packaging, customs clearance 

 

LTL TRAFFIC 
 

 More than 19 years deliver cargoes from 

Europe to all regions of the Russian 

Federation 

 

 Availability of warehouses consolidation 

in the territory Europeans 

 

 The status of the customs carriers 

 

 Extensive list additional service 

 

 Insurance, packaging, customs clearance 



SERVICES 

 

FCL TRAFFIC 
 

 Coordination of all processes on each 

transportation stage 

 

 Registration of TSD with taking into 

account the specifics of the species 

transportation 

 

 Delivery “from the door to the door” 

 

LCL TRAFFIC 
 

 Delivery of goods from 1 kg in the 

national team containers 

 

 Handling and reloading cargo in ports and 

terminals 

 

 Timing control delivery to each 

intermediate point 

 

 Extensive list additional service 

 

 Insurance, packaging, customs clearance 



SERVICES 

 

CUSTOMS CLEARANCE 
 

 Complex logistics service: freight + 

customs clearance 

 

 Customs license representatives 

 

 Customs clearance goods on the Istra the 

customs post 

 

OVERSIZED TRAFFIC 
 

 Extensive geography transportation by 

international and domestic directions 

 

 Individual selection route and transport 

for each customer 

 

 The status of the customs traffic 

 

 Extensive list additional service 

 

 Insurance, packaging, customs clearance 



BENEFITS 

Own modern vehicle park 
With over than 95 Units, which meet the environmental 

standard EURO 4-5 

 

Our IT equipment 
We use modern IT and navigation systems to provide 

our customers with full information on the goods location 

 

Our financial guaranties 
Our liability is insured by “TT club Group” with limit 

of 2 500 000 $ for each loss. We’ve been cooperating 

with the leading Russian insurance agents 

 

The status of a customs carrier 
Since 2014, the company “ALEV-TRANS " has the 

status of customs carrier 

The customs representative license 
Since 2018, the company "ALEV-TRANS" 

to the register of customs representatives 

 

Our staff is highly qualified 
The most of our employees worked for our company 

more than 5 years. We constantly develop our 

professional skills as well as share experiences 

with colleges 

 

Our reliability 
Has been well proved in cooperation with major 

companies 5 years. Our customs that chose 

“ALEV-TRANS” many years ago are still with us 



CONTACTS 

MOSCOW 
 

+7 (495) 564-87-17 

+7 (495) 477-87-17 
 

info@alev-trans.ru 

MINSK 
 

+375 (17) 336-43-72 

+375 (17) 336-43-71 

 
info@alev-trans.by 

NUR-SULTAN(Astana) 
 

+7 (7172) 307-900 

+7 (707) 555-77-62 

 
info@atelogistics.kz 


